Acer Releases first 4G LTE Tablet with dual-SIM as part of Iconia Tablet Family
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Today, Acer announced the Iconia Talk S, the latest addition to the Iconia line of tablets. This
Acer Tablet is the first one of its kind to support 4G LTE connectivity. It has a 7” display as well
as voice-call technology and fully supports microSD cards up to 128GB, expanding upon the
existing line of tablets from this company.
The Iconia Talk S offers a lot to consumers, including a large screen that makes it enjoyable to
play games and watch video on, and it has a voice-calling feature that enables users to call others
with it. This tablet has a fairly slim and narrow body that weighs a total of 270 grams, so users
will have no problem whatsoever putting it in their pockets. Unlike many other tablet/phone
combinations, the Iconia Talk S can be used comfortably with one hand. Those who use this
phone can access different networks with just one device for increased flexibility and some fairly
significant savings. Frequent travelers will find this tablet to be extremely useful, as they can use
both their home and local SIM cards, eliminating roaming charges with increased accessibility
when on the road.
Those who buy the Iconia Talk S will find that speeds of up to 150 Mbps for downloading and
50 Mbps for uploading is now a possibility, as this tablet uses 4G LTE to allow for faster
browsing and streaming than ever before. The Qualcomm Snapdragon quad-core processor that
is built into this tablet is designed for 4G LTE devices and can deliver extremely fast data for a
quick network response and smooth overall connections. This processor also guarantees a longer
battery life, up to 300 hours on standby. There is also 3G connectivity available with the Iconia
Talk S, allowing for smooth high-quality voice calls that enable the user to stay in touch with
family, friends, and everyone in between.
Other than faster and more convenient communication with friends and family, the Iconia S Talk
offers enhanced visuals for users. The visual aspect of this Acer tablet was the company’s
primary focus, and with a 7” HD IPS panel and built-in Zero Air Gap technology along with
Anti-Fingerprint coating, it offers some the very best for both indoor and outdoor viewing.
This tablet is designed with an extremely slim display bezel, measuring 5.9 mm on each side,
and it also has a significantly higher screen-to-body ratio that is higher than a vast majority of 7
inch tablets from other manufacturers. The enhanced visual aspects of this tablet reduce eye
strain significantly, making it much easier to focus on smaller details without having to worry
about getting distracted by the frame of the device. Acer entered into the tablet market with a big
splash, producing innovative technology that went a step farther than many of its competitors.

The Iconia S Talk is just the latest in this company’s tablet series and lives up to consumer
expectations with its sleek design and myriad of features.

